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For anyone seriously interested in color, the experiments proposedby Goethe are indispensable. Therefore, the first objective of thisessay and of the included folder, is to induce you to carry out
these experiments and live a personal experience of the prismatic
process. The second, is to recommend a bibliography of Goethe's
comprising and profound studies on color, the so little known and too
often misunderstood " Farbenlehre".
The experiments which show the two complementary images of the
spectrum, are the main entrance to not only Goethe's but also to any
other color studies. You need no special equipment, just a maximum of
tranquility and a minimum of intention. Just try to practice some good
phenomenology.
By way of initiation, take a look (whithout a prism) at the above
illustration. Is it a star, or rather, the image of a star?
This illustration could well represent Newton's famous
experiment, with the small hole in the window shutter. The hole,
through which the light entered the dark room, is well remembered.
However, few keep in mind the participation of the dark shutter, which
after all, defined the bright hole. A century after Newton, Goethe
demonstrated that the spectrum has to do with the entirety formed by
hole and shutter. It has to do, precisely, with the border between two
values, Bright and Dark, since it is on this bordering area that the
prismatic colors are formed.
Now look at the star image again, this time through the prism.
You will notice that the movement of refraction does not project light,
but rather the image of light. It does not project only the bright value,
but the dark value as well. The prism projects the image as an entirety. And
the image formed by a small bright dot on a dark field, produces the
spectrum usually reproduced in books.
Goethe, however, demonstrated that it shows but one side, that is,
only one of the complementary images of the spectrum. In order to
know the other one, you have to reverse the Bright-Dark! Let light
enter into the room. On a transparent window pane, afix a small piece
of cardboard. Instead of a bright dot on a dark field, you have a dark
dot on a bright field. Now observe that side of the spectrum which is
rarely reproduced in books...
While you are at it, see what happens (through the prism, of
course) if you take away the cardboard and fill up your whole field of
vision with undifferentiated "brightness".
For many people it is hard, if not impossible, to accept Dark as an
active force and not just as a decrease or absence of Light. Yet they do
accept, for instance, Cold, as an active presence, and not as an "absence
of Heat"...
" Without light there is no color" is a common statement. I would
rather say: "Without image there is no color". Light and image are quite
different concepts. Light, as an invisible energy, exists independently of
image. Image, on the other hand, depends on the presence of light and
of matter. We must keep in mind that, visually, the world exists, not due
only to light, but due to the interaction of light and matter at any
temperatures, densities, transparencies. It is this interaction which
forms Bright-Dark: the visual image of our world.
And when Bright-Dark is observed through a semitransparent
matter, the prismatic colors are revealed. Goethe calls this matter which
mediates between observer and image (the prism for example) the
Turbid medium — " das trübe Mittel".
To only read this is of little avail. All of it should be experienced
frequently, with time, trying to internalize knowledge, perception,
sensibility.
By the way, you can always attend The Cromatic Fantasia in Two
Movements. Just look at the sky: interstellar space is Dark; the Sun is
Bright. The atmosphere is the Turbid medium, that is, the Prism. One
of the movements appears at night's end, opposite to the rising Sun.
The turbid atmosphere between the observer and the dark space is
slightly illuminated, acting as Bright in front of Dark. The turbidness
becomes Violet and then brightens up to Blue.
The complementary movement appears in the afternoon. The
turbid atmosphere between the observer and the Sun acts as Dark in
front of Bright and becomes yellowish. With the setting Sun, the Yellow
intensifies to Red.
Bright on Dark, Dark on Bright — you will again meet these two
generating movements of the prismatic phenomenon in the illustrations
of the included folder. They remind me of the final lines from Faust II:
" Alies Vergängliche ist nur ein Gleichnis," Phenomenons are parables.
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Abstract
The essay intends to stimulate the carrying out of prismatic experiments with
very simple resources and, therewith, ease the access to Goethe's fundamental
color studies, the " Farbenlehre". The included folder contains photographs of
a complementary prismatic process produced by neutral bright-dark
Model-Images. It also contains photographs of prismatic images produced by
colored Model-Images.
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